Body Language and Deception in High Risk Environments

Lexington, NC

Atlanta-Carolinas HIDTA / Davidson Community College, Training Alert

WHEN: Monday-Wednesday, May 11-13, 2020 8:00AM – 5:00PM

Where: Lexington Police Department Training Center, 415 Lee Smith Road, Lexington, NC. 27295

Enroll online at www.achidta.org.

This class is offered at no cost

Body Language and Deception in High Risk Environments

This 3 day workshop is designed to give the student an overall understanding of body language, personality differences, and deception. The class combines lecture, video presentations, and exercises into a well-rounded understanding of the subject. The student will also learn how to anticipate violent encounters before common signs of violence occur. This class will also focus on articulating observations in reports and making them court defensible

Topics covered in this class:

Recognize body positioning and its meaning(s) in a variety of situations.

How to recognize these meanings and use them to deal with people more effectively.

Recognize body language designed to manipulate others.

Recognize criminal behavior and violence before it happens.

Learn how Law Enforcement Body Language shapes our career and our safety.

Understand and recognize common personality types and traits.

Learn how these traits and types can positively and negatively affect interaction.

Recognize common methods of deception by observing body language and verbal clues.
Our workshops are based upon real world scenarios and practical exercises. Students are not just shown a video, they are tested throughout the workshop to ensure that the skills are learned. Our goal is to teach students in 3 days what would normally take years of self-study.

ENROLLMENT: Open to federal, state and local sworn LEO’S and prosecutors

Enroll online at www.achidta.org

There is no enrollment or registration fee for this course.

Direct questions to John “Buck” Smith email at bsmith@achidta.org
Phone- 470-261-0410

Follow all guidelines for outside training set by your department before enrolling in any HIDTA class.